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Electoral democracy has come of age in Mexico. After several decades in
which one party dominated political life, in July 2000 an opposition party won
the presidency, setting the stage for a new era in Mexican politics. For decades,
analysts, intellectuals, and members of opposition parties claimed that limited
democracy in Mexico was the result of an all-powerful executive branch monop-
olized by one party, the Revolutionary Institutional Party (PRI). The corollary
was that alternation in that office was a necessary condition for democracy to
exist. However, Mexico's democracy was not born as a result of an, opposition
candidate winning the chief executive office. That event was only a reflection of
a long, and sometimes delayed, process of democratic transformation under way
for almost two decades.

Now that Vicente Fox, a non-PRI president, has taken office as of
December 2000, it will be interesting to analyze the evolution of the presidential
institution that comes as a result of this change. On the one hand, formal and
constitutional powers will remain intact, unless Congress passes constitutional
reforms to expand or limit presidential powers. However, the president's informal
and partisan powers will suffer the most, because Vicente Fox will not wield the
kind of leverage that his PRI predecessors exerted over their party. Consequently,
Fox will have fewer resources with which to reward allies and punish adversaries,
and therefore he will be able to exercise less control over the leadership of-his
party, the National Action Party (PAN). In fact, Felipe Calderon, the leader of the
PAN delegation to the Chamber of Deputies, has stated that the PAN parlia-
mentary group intends to display autonomy and independence when dealing
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with the chief executive. Luis Felipe Bravo Mena, president of the PAN National
Committee, reiterated Calderon's statement, saying that his party will maintain a
respectful but independent relationship with the new president. As partisan
powers slip from the presidential office, the nature and logic of presidential pol-
itics will undoubtedly undergo a dramatic transformation. This article describes
the evolution of Mexican presidentialism during the 1929-2000 period and dis-
cusses the likely impact of Vicente Fox's administration on the Mexican presi-
dential system.

THE PRESIDENTIAL INSTITUTION IN MEXICO

The president is the most important figure in Mexican politics, and the pres-
idency is the most powerful organization in the political system. By occupying the
office, regardless of personal qualifications, the Mexican president commands a wide
array of political, economic, intelligence, and military resources. Even as Vicente
Fox's presidency is expected to display less control over political actors, the president
will continue to be the most influential player in Mexican politics.

Over the last decades, many scholars have studied the Mexican presidency
and they tend to agree that it is the pivotal office of political power in the coun-
try. Jack Gabbert noted that "the presidency is the keystone in the governmental
and political structure of the Mexican republic...the decision-making center of
the Mexican political system."2 For Mexican political analyst Crespo, the presi-
dential institution is the "central column of the [Mexican] regime... the point of
convergence... the arbiter of the conflicts among political and social groups."3 In
1972, renowned Mexican historian Cosfo Villegas wrote that the two most
important institutions in the Mexican political system are the presidential insti-
tution and the official party, the PRI. Finally, C6rdova saw Mexico's president as
the "supreme arbiter" to whom major political actors appeal to gain legitimacy
and to resolve differences.4 Because of the common perception that too much
power was concentrated in the Mexican presidency, various terms reflecting
"excessiveness" were applied to describe the nature of Mexico's system. These
terms included hyper-presidential, highly presidential, authoritarian presidency,
absolute sexennial monarchy, and omnipotent presidency.5

Nevertheless, from a strictly constitutional perspective, Mexico has always
been classified as having a presidential system with average powers-neither too
excessive nor too limited.6 According to one categorization, countries like Korea,
Chile, Paraguay, and Brazil, for example, have presidencies with greater power
than in Mexico. 7 Furthermore, formal presidential authority has diminished over
the last two decades, while congressional powers have expanded.8 However, it is
misleading to focus solely on analyses of formal and constitutional powers
because, during the era of PRI presidents, partisan powers were a major source of
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presidential power. Informal or metaconstitutional presidential powers explain
why Mexican executives were able to govern with such considerable authority.
There is almost universal agreement that the dual role played by the chief execu-
tive as head of both the PRI and the executive branch was the key element of the
meta-constitutional powers and therefore the peculiar "strength" found in the
Mexican presidency? Nonetheless, the metaconstitutional dimension has also
been reduced in recent years and will certainly be severely curtailed now that
Vicente Fox has taken office.

In order to evaluate both the constitutional and the partisan aspects of presi-
dential power in Mexico, an "institutionalise' definition can be proposed. According
to this definition, the Mexican presidential institution consists of a set of formal and
informal powers that guide and set norms for the president's behavior, constrain his
or her actions, and shape the behavior and expectations of other political actors in
Mexico.'0 Formal powers are established in the constitution and make the president
the head of state as well as the head of government. Metaconstitutional powers are,
on the other hand, informal rules that are not contained in any law. Their roots are
in tradition and the nature of the political system, and, even though they are unwrit-
ten laws, all political players know them and abide by them. It was these meta-con-
stitutional powers that made the president the head of the PRI party during the
period covered by this study."

CONSTITUTIONAL POWERS

Article 89 of the constitution is the main source that defines the formal
powers of the president. The most important powers are the following:

1. To appoint and remove freely (that is, without congressional approval) minis-
ters of state, and heads and senior managers of public enterprises;

2. With the approval of the Senate, to appoint the attorney general, justices, con-
suls, ambassadors, military officers, high-level employees of the treasury min-
istry, and justices of the Supreme Court;

3. To promulgate and enforce laws enacted by Congress (the president has line-
item veto powers);

4. To submit proposed laws directly to Congress;

5. To maintain and preserve the internal and the international security of the state
through the use of the armed forces and the National Guard and, with con-
gressional approval, to declare war;

6. To conduct monetary policy and decide on issues of domestic and foreign
investment;

7. To propose the revenue law and draft the annual budget bill;
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8. With the approval of Congress, to formalize international treaties and diplo-

matic negotiations;
9. To expropriate private property for reasons of general interest.

PARTISAN POWERS OF THE PRESIDENCY

The partisan powers of Mexican presidents include the influence they had

both in the selection and control of the PRI's leadership and its members in
Congress, and in decisions on the party's candidates for elected offices. Presidential
partisan powers emerged in the mid-1930s, when then president Uzaro Cirdenas
(1934-1940) became the jefe mdximo of the "revolutionary family," meaning that
he was not only the head of government but also the "indisputable leader" of the

party. The process of attaining this position was twofold. First, C~rdenas was able
to eliminate other sources of leadership outside the presidency that had given rise
to caudillismo: political instability, civil war, and coups d'&tat in the years preced-
ing his rise to power. To do so, he built a broad coalition and expelled Plutarco
Elfas Calles from the country. Calles had founded the National Revolutionary
Party (forerunner of the PRI) in 1929 and served as the party's de facto leader for
many years.' 2 Second, he changed the structure and the name of the original PNR

to Mexican Revolutionary Party (Partido de la Revoluci6n Mexicana, PRM) in
1938. He reorganized the party along sectoral lines-workers, peasants, and the
military-and, by doing so, became the indisputable leader not only of the party

but also of the entire "revolutionary family." This corporatist structure allowed
successive presidents and leaders of the PRM-and later of the PRI (starting in
1946)-to control party members and reward them via allocation of elected
offices based on a quota system, which prevailed until the late 1980s.

It was during the C~xdenas presidency that the chief executive assumed de

facto leadership of the party, and with it the informal power to handpick PRI can-
didates for elected office. By expelling caudillo Elfas Calles in 1935, Crdenas made
the office of the presidency dependent on the institution rather than on the person
who occupied it, and this established the foundations of modern Mexican presi-

dentialism.' 3 By corporatizing the party structure and making its leader his agents,
Cirdenas acquired partisan powers that laid the basis for future Mexican presidents
to control PRI policies and decisions, and as a by-product, to curb caudillismo and
violence. According to Centeno, "both the PRI and the strong presidency did pro-
vide the institutional stability which allowed Mexico to recuperate from the

Revolution. The concentration of power in the incumbent, combined with the
nonreelection clause, also prevented the consolidation of one-man rule."

Indeed, the Cirdenas period has been described as constituting the second

period of the era of presidentialism in Mexico. The first corresponds to the draft-
ing of the 1917 Constitution, in which the formal foundations of the presidency
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were laid out. The second, corresponding to Cfirdenas's term as president, set the
foundation for the partisan powers of the presidency and made its occupant the
indisputable leader of the political elite. The third era translated these powers into
actual policy and political decisions-on economic, social, and political issues-
making the presidency the most important institution in Mexico's social and
political life.'4

The partisan powers that emerged in the 1930s expanded presidential
authority well beyond its constitutional boundaries and contributed to an image
of "excess" and lack of accountability. 5 Consequently, presidentialism in Mexico
became synonymous with unrestrained and even authoritarian rule. As informal
presidential authority diminished (as has been the case in recent years), Mexican
presidentialism has become increasingly restricted to its purely legal domain and
is destined to become part of a constitutional and democratic form of government.
In all probability, this tendency will be consolidated under Vicente Fox, because-
unlike the PRI presidents who preceded him-he will not have the informal
powers and political instruments needed to control his party and its congressional
delegations. The following section provides a description and a brief history of the
development of the principal partisan powers of PRI presidents.

LEADERSHIP OF THE PRI

Although there has always been an official chair and a formal hierarchy
within the party, it was the president who made or approved major decisions and
designated the party leadership.' 6 Heading the party was a necessary condition for
all metaconstitutional powers. By virtue of being the party's real leader, the pres-
ident had the power to select its candidates for office as well as its leaders in
Congress.

SELECTION OF CANDIDATES

One of the immediate consequences of nonreelection was the president's per-
sonal involvement in the selection of PRI candidates for governorships, the Senate,
key positions in Congress, and some mayoralties, in addition to his or her own suc-
cessor. Nonreelectability created a system of mandatory office rotation at federal,
state, and municipal levels-a situation that limited the voters' role in rewarding
incumbents and increased the influence of the party and the president in the selec-
tion of candidates. Indeed, Cirdenas was the first beneficiary of the nonreelection
clause, when in 1934, still as a presidential candidate, he participated in drafting lists
of candidates for Congress. This informal practice not only continued after Cirdenas
left office but also was reinforced as time went by; it became one of the primary
informal institutions governing the behavior of PRI-affuiated politicians in Mexico.
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During the period of study, the president had full control over the selec-
tion of PRI candidates for all elected offices. The most important example was
the use of so-called dedazo (handpicking) in determining presidential succession.
This process operated via el destape (unveiling of the candidate), by which the

president concealed his or her preferred candidate (el tapado) until the proper

time and then simply communicated the choice to party leaders. Then, the
tapado was destapado, that is, the candidate was unveiled and nominated. These
terms denote a highly vertical and closed process, yet one that enjoyed legitimacy

and effectiveness until the early 1980s. According to Cornelius and Craig, "state
governors... the leaders of Congress and the PRI, some high-ranking military

officers, the heads of state-owned industrial enterprises, and hundreds of other
officeholders [were] handpicked by each incoming president."17 In his book,
Carpizo wrote that "the president [had] the final say in choosing governors," and
as an example, quoted Braulio Maldonado, former governor of Baja California,
who told the following story about his own selection process and that of other
leaders: "I was chosen.. .by the president of the republic.. .and all officeholders of
our country, high- or low-ranking, have been chosen in the same way, from 1928
to the present. This is an axiomatic truth.""s

During his term in office, President Zedillo (1994-2000) limited his inter-
ference in these selection processes. Over the last few years, as the PRI began to
hold open primary elections to select candidates, the president's influence
decreased accordingly. However, for most of the period under study, the president
had the final word in decisions about candidacies after negotiations among party
leaders and other political actors had taken place. Former president L6pez Portillo
(1976-1982) coined the phrase that presidents are "efielde la balanza, "meaning
that they allowed everyone to express opinions, but that they made the final deci-

sion. Most recently, former president Carlos Salinas openly wrote in an autobio-
graphical book that he had decided the presidential candidacies of both Luis
Donaldo Colosio (assassinated while campaigning in 1994) and of Ernesto
Zedillo, who substituted for Colosio after his death.

SELECTION OF CONGRESSIONAL PARTY LEADERSHIP

The president chose the majority leaders of both the Chamber of Deputies
and the Senate-which obviously required a PRI majority in both houses.' 9 In
doing so, he was exerting control over legislators directly and indirectly through
the congressional speaker, who was an agent of the chief executive.

The electoral predominance of the PRI over the period of study-from the
executive branch to the legislative branch and across most of the state and local gov-
ernments-played a major role in preserving these meta-constitutional powers.

With the PRI in control of most political offices in Mexico, any ambitious politician
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knew that the PRI was the only route to power. The more predominant the PRI was
electorally, the stronger the president's leadership and control were over the political
class. As political competition has grown, and other parties have become effective
routes to political power, ambitious politicians are opting for affiliation to parties
other than the PHI. Today, PRI candidacies have lost much of their appeal as an
instrument of reward.

TRANSFORMATION OF PRESIDENTIAL POWERS

The presidential institution has undergone dramatic changes over the past
few years, to such an extent that the nature of the Mexican presidential system
has been altered forever. Even before Fox's election, the supposedly "omnipotent"
powers of the president had already diminished considerably. Mexican historian
Alicia Hern~ndez labeled the years 1917-1940 "the empowerment period" of the
presidency and the 1960s "the climax period," when a large public sector pro-
vided ample resources for presidential control and patronage.20 Since the early
1980s, though, according to Hern6ndez, presidential power has been gradually
restricted as a result of various reforms that have been implemented from within
the government (for example, electoral reforms and federalism). She defined this
historical process as the "parabola of Mexican presidentialism." According to
Mexican scholar Aguilar Villanueva, the Mexican process of democratic transi-
tion since the early 1980s was accompanied by a voluntary and gradual self-lim-
iting process, in which the presidency itself retrenched from various activities in
the economic and political arena.21 Jests Orozco Henriquez wrote that, from the
1920s to the 1960s, presidential powers tended to increase in an effort to
strengthen the president's role in guiding the building of the state.22 Starting in
the 1970s, the process began to slowly reverse its course, strengthening the leg-
islative and judicial branches of government.

However, beyond the formal constitutional limitations on presidential
powers, the most important factor restricting the president's informal powers may
be the limits Vicente Fox and his successors will likely face in their attempts to lead
and control Congress and their parties. This change should help to bring about a
more balanced and mutually independent relationship between the executive
branch, on the one hand, and Congress, state governments, and other elected offi-
cials, on the other. Since 1997, President Zedillo had begun to face unprecedented
autonomy and even conflict on the part of Congress members, but he maintained
a tight grip on the PRI delegation to the Chamber of Deputies and the party's
majority in the Senate, which provided a safety valve for him. Since he was
declared president-elect in August 2000, Fox has faced a Congress in which his
party does not command a majority in either house, and he himself does not exert
political leadership and control over some important sectors of his own party.
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APPOINTMENT POWERS

Over the past several years, various legal changes have limited the presi-
dent's appointment powers:

1. The most relevant change is that the chief of the Federal District (the mayor
of Mexico City) and the heads of the 16 city councils (delegaciones) are no
longer appointed by the president but elected by popular vote. This is a change
of major proportions in presidential powers because of the Mexico City gov-
ernment's capabilities and financial resources: the city has 8.5 million inhabi-
tants, its budget is equivalent to 5.1 percent of federal outlays, and its
production constitutes 24 percent of the country's GNE -23

2. As of 1994, the appointment of the attorney general requires Senate confirma-
tion, but the president is still responsible for nominating candidates.

3. Prior to 1994, the chief executive, subject to Senate confirmation, appointed
Supreme Court justices. Now the president merely submits a list of candidates
from which the Senate selects the justices.

PARTISAN POWERS

President Zedillo's administration made many changes regarding the presi-
dent's meta-constitutional power to select candidates and party officials. Although no
set of stable and clear rules was passed, in 1997 a tendency arose-based on trial and
error-to select candidates through primaries. As early as November 1994, then pres-
ident-elect Zedillo had proposed to establish a "healthy distance" (sana distancia)
between the party and the presidency Although his proposal was not reflected in the
way party leaders continued to be selected, the idea of holding primaries to select PRI
candidates began to gain momentum after 1997. The first open and regulated exer-
cise in primary elections occurred successfully in 1998, in the State of Chihuahua in
northern Mexico, when a variety of PRI candidates openly campaigned across the
state. In the end, a local politician, with no direct ties either to the center or to the
president, was nominated to and subsequendy won the governorship. 4 After that
experiment, other states began to implement a similar selection process.

The most relevant case in point, however, was the primary election held in
November 1999 to select the PRI's presidential candidate. Four candidates had
campaigned across the country, and despite accusations that the "official candi-
date" was Francisco Labastida, the process established a precedent for future elec-
toral experiments. Given Mexican presidents' previous influence over the political
elite-derived from their powers to handpick the party's presidential candi-
dates-holding a PRI primary in 1999 was a major transformation in the logic
of presidential politics, even before the PRI's defeat at the polls in July 2000.
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Nevertheless, other candidates continued to be picked behind the scenes.
President Zedillo may have indeed retrenched from direct participation, but PRI
governors and party officials still wielded a great deal of leverage in the selection
of candidates. The selection of candidates for the 2000 elections to the Senate
and the Chamber of Deputies, for example, produced disenchantment and dis-
cord among many PRI members, because the process was perceived as simply
another round of clientelism and patronage that rewarded allies and party bosses.

The most significant change in presidential partisan powers is still to come,
however, because Vicente Fox has undoubtedly fewer political resources-at least in
comparison with past presidents-in commanding discipline and loyalty from
members of Congress and his own party. Even if a PRI candidate were to win a pres-
idential election in the future, the ability to exert the same influence and control over
the party would be lost. Furthermore, as the PRI becomes an opposition party, the
logic that guides its relationship with the executive branch will change forever.

THE IMPACT OF DIVIDED GOVERNMENT

Before the arrival of expanded democratic representation, the presidency
was the focus of political bargaining and representation in Mexico. Other politi-
cal actors-Congress, for example-had a limited voice and little influence in
policymaking. With the emergence of plurality, most notably since 1997,
Congress has become a principal player in the Mexican political arena. In that
year, for the first time in modern history, Mexico began experiencing a divided
government, in which the president's party did not enjoy an absolute majority in
the Chamber of Deputies. That fact began to change the logic and nature of rela-
tions between the executive branch and the legislative branch and led to unprece-
dented forms of political bargaining and compromise.

The outcome of the July 2000 presidential election produced the second
consecutive experience of divided government, but this time with a non-PR
president at the helm: Vicente Fox is the chief executive, but his party-the
National Action Party (PAN)-does not enjoy a plurality of seats in either house
of Congress. This situation is creating previously unimagined dynamics in rela-
tions between both branches of government. Will a PAN president behave dif-
ferently than his PRI predecessors did when dealing with his party's congressional
delegations? Will the deputies and senators from the PAN act independently of
the president or will they try to please the chief executive? What will the attitude
of opposition members in Congress, especially those of the PRI, be toward the
executive branch?

The consolidation of Mexican democracy must pass through two rounds
of political reforms. The first, already completed, refers to electoral reforms that
allow citizens' preferences to be translated into votes and elected officials. This is
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the input side of democracy. Once elected, politicians are constantly faced with
the temptation to disregard their mandate and to govern in their own interests,

or on behalf of interest groups with whom they are allied. Therefore, it is imper-
ative to establish additional control mechanisms to ensure that elected officials,

especially those in the executive branch, will perform their duties honestly and

efficiently while simultaneously pursuing policies aimed at the public good. This
is the output side of democracy. Regular elections can induce some sort of
accountability, but the main vehicle for guaranteeing political responsibility, effi-

ciency, and honesty on the part of elected public officials remains in the hands of
Congress.

With the increase in the political strength of opposition parties under PRI
presidents, especially between 1997 and 2000, Congress gained a stronger voice,

but it lacked an adequate institutional framework to translate this impetus into

actual and effective legislative oversight. As pluralism becomes the rule rather than
the exception, a new set of standards will need to be designed to enable Congress
to control the executive branch. The institutional framework that governed rela-
tions between the executive and legislative branches of the Mexican government

during the twentieth century hindered timely and effective congressional over-
sight, which would have counterbalanced the executive branch. The PRI has often

been accused of having distorted congressional oversight efforts. This criticism
would have probably been raised against any party that had maintained unified

control of the presidency and Congress for such an extensive period. Therefore,
future political reforms in Mexico should be designed with a long-term perspec-
tive in order to formalize a system of checks and balances, regardless of which party

controls the presidency or Congress, or both. As soon as electoral reforms have had

an impact on the democratization of Mexico, it will be up to the Congress to exer-
cise its role in consolidating the country's democracy. n
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